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In 1909, according to rule 8(b), nearly every Victorian Railways employee must be supplied with and have with him when on
duty, a copy of the Current Working Time-table book, or section of the book, the General Appendix to the book of Rules and
Regulations and to the Working Time-table, and any Signalling, Permanent-way or Special Train Notices. He also needed to
have the book of Rules and Regulation within reach. As the first two of these were each octavo-sized volumes of some 500 and
600 pages, this was no light load. Furthermore, he (they didn’t give these things to women) had to sign a receipt for these documents (the WTT was released monthly for many years) and had to promise not to appropriate to his own use any of them. The
books remained the property of the Victorian Railways Commissioners and had to be returned when expired or when the employe left the service. In 1909 the VR employed 14.507 people and many of them would have been supplied with these books.
We rubber-neckers of the future can be thankful that not all of those employes obeyed the final injunction to return them. How
else would we be able to study WTTs such as the one described in this issue? The 1909 WTT described here comes from the
collection of Jack McLean and is one of only two known copies still in existence. The other is in the Victorian Public Records
Office.
In an article for The Impact of the Railway on Society in Britain, John Gough said of Working Timetables It can be safely asserted that for anyone wanting to discover how the railway operated on a day-to-day basis, how it delivered transport services
to its customers, how intensively its assets were exploited, there is no substitute for the study of the working documentation.
Only there can the intertwining of passenger and goods services, of fast and slow services, the use of single and multiple lines,
the management of junctions, the detail of the infrastructure facilities provided and the maintenance of these facilities, and
many other aspects of the way in which the decisions taken at Board and Committee level or by the Officers were daily implemented on the ground can be clearly followed.
Quite so– John Gough has set out clearly why we must have timetable collectors. Come with us, in this issue, through the
pages of a relic from the collection of our founder and discover how we may use the information therein to construct—or reconstruct?—how a traveler of 1909 might organize a week or more of pleasant circular day-trips from Melbourne.
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From Narrow Neck to Wentworth Falls
JIM O’NEIL takes us on a tour of the many euphoniously named
places which crown along the ridge in the Blue Mountains

A

s I learnt in primary school, the
secret to crossing the Blue Mountains was to go along the tops of
the ridges. The towns along the western
highway have cliffs on all sides, with sudden drops overlooking the valleys below,
often with high waterfalls. Many of the bus
routes starting from Katoomba ended at
such waterfalls. I looked at the timetables
for Govett’s Leap, a waterfall (not as they
tell gullible tourists, the site of a jump over
the cliffs) in the September 2007 Times.
This month the timetables include the timing points of Katoomba Falls, Leura Falls
and Wentworth Falls, though in the last
case the buses go to the town near the railway station, not the falls themselves. Other
buses from Katoomba went to Gordon
Falls, south of Leura, and Minnehaha Falls,
north of Katoomba. Indeed the name Katoomba itself comes from an aboriginal
word meaning “the waters fall down”.

through buses: we may note that there are
two departures for the Falls, at 12.35 and
1.35, between the successive departures to
Woodford at 12.20 and 2.10. The short
workings did not operate after five on
weekdays, on Saturday afternoons or at
any time of Sundays or holidays. At these
times Valley of the Waters was served by
diverting the Woodford buses.
East of Napier Corner there were two
routes, via the main road, marked m, north
of the railway line, and via Scott Ave to
the south, marked s. Buses diverting via
Valley of the Waters generally ran along
the main road and others via Scott Ave,
though there are exceptions, such as the
5.15 to Woodford and the 5.35 to Hazelbrook on weekdays. On Saturday evenings

only there was a picture bus at 10.45, with
no timings given after the departure from
Katoomba. The Public Holiday timetable
has the same timings as the Sunday one,
although the buses ran via Scott Avenue
rather than the main road, which may explain why the two timetables were typed
separately. There is greater spacing between the columns on the Holiday timetable than for the others, as there is no need
for the timing points north of Wentworth
Falls. There is also an extra service from
Katoomba at 5.30 for Woodford, returning
at 6.05 with no intermediate timing points
shown.
My next timetable (see page 6) was issued
by the Blue Bus Service. There is no indication of how you could contact the Blue

In addition to the waterfalls used as destination points, we find other places created
by cliffs, such as Narrow Neck, where the
cliffs have eroded away all but a short
stretch of the high land linking an outlying
plateau with the one south of Katoomba,
and Evan’s Lookout, to the south-east of
Blackheath overlooking the upper Grose
Valley.
My first timetable was effective on the
13th February 1961, and included both the
Govett’s Leap bus and the Katoomba to
Woodford one (see this page and those
following). The Woodford timetable took
up five pages, as against one for the
Govett’s Leap timetable, not because there
was more frequent service to Woodford,
but because there were more timing points
shown on it and the Saturday, Sunday and
Public Holiday timetables were all listed
separately. The main run, to Woodford,
took over 40 minutes to complete and the
bus ran from Katoomba at approximately
every hour and a half. This gave little leeway in the timetable: the 9.25 from Katoomba arrived in Woodford at 10.06, left
again at 10.07, arriving back at Katoomba
10.50 and leaving again for Woodford at
the very same time.
In addition to the through buses, there were
short workings to Wentworth Falls. These
ran via Valley of the Waters, south of the
town and then north of it in a loop passing
the Golf Links and Hend (short for Henderson) Road. The 8.55 departure from
Katoomba to the Falls returned at 9.50 and
promptly left again for the Falls. This timing of an hour or less meant that the short
workings could run more often than the
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out. A third bus was needed to operate
these services.
On the back page we find a white printed
sheet with alterations and new services
pasted onto the blue cardboard timetable.
This also gives no indication of when it
commenced. A new service was provided
to the Golf Links via Bathurst Road (south
of the railway line, while the Highway was
on the north side) Shell Corner and Cliff
Drive. The original route, along Katoomba
Street, ran through a more highly developed area and continued to provide more
services.
The first change was the addition of an
8.30 bus to the Golf Links via Bathurst
Road, running on school days only. I presume it continued on from the Golf Links
to Katoomba High and or the Primary
School, both lying to the west of Katoomba Street. It is just possible this bus
then ran the 8.50 from Merriwa and Emily
Streets to the station, but this would have
required tight timing. On Sundays only the
early bus ran to the Golf Links at 8.40 via
the original route. This shows that early
golfers were to be accommodated, as well
as school children, and suggests that the
Blue Buses ran every day of the week –
but you think they’d have said so.

Bus Service or when the timetable came
into force. I obtained this timetable at an
AATTC auction a few years ago, and I
believe it was in force sometime in the
1960s, although my records from 1962
show the Blue Bus Service running only to
Narrow Neck and the Green Bus Service to
Yosemite Valley and Minnehaha Falls also
running to Leura Baths. Which came first?
On the front page is a timetable for Katoomba Falls and Golf Links. The list of
places served shows Narrow Neck beyond
the Golf Links, and a higher fare was
charged, 1d. for singles and 3d. for return
journeys. And yet no times are shown for
Narrow Neck. I believe the buses went to
the Narrow Neck lookout on their way to
the Golf Links. If you have a map of Katoomba you can see this is feasible. There
were fifteen journeys on this timetable,
starting after 9 a.m. and with a break between one and two o’clock. Five of these
journeys, marked K, ran only as far as the
Katoomba Falls Kiosk. One bus can operate all these journeys. There is no indication on the timetable which days of the
week the buses ran.

4

On the next page, inside the timetable
when it is folded, is the timetable for Leura
Falls and Baths. There are fourteen runs on
this timetable, seven running only to Leura
Falls Kiosk (marked K – K clearly stands
for Kiosk in this timetable) and one being a
school days only bus at 8.50 from Merriwa
and Emily Sts. This marks the end of the
built up area and no children going to
school would have come from further out.
Except for the school days bus, the service
starts later, after 10 o’clock, and has a
slightly longer lunch break, from about
12.30 until 1.50. A second bus is needed to
run the Leura Falls service, though the
similar departure times from Katoomba on
both routes would make it possible for the
two buses to change from one route to the
other at various times.
The third page shows buses to the Grand
Canyon. The buses ran via the Great Western Road, but the list of places served and
the fares given, show they did not pick up
or set down on the highway, which was the
monopoly of the Mt. Victoria buses. There
are only four runs, needing forty minutes
or more from Katoomba to Evan’s Look-

The next change was that the 9.55 bus via
Katoomba Street (9.54 on the front page)
now ran via Bathurst Road. The 12.5 to
Katoomba Falls was cancelled and replaced by a 12.0 bus to the Golf Links via
Bathurst Rd. This left the Golf Links at
12.10 and took up the existing service from
Katoomba Falls at 12.15. A new service
ran to the Golf Links at 1.30 via Katoomba
Street and returned at 1.45 via the new
route. (Did this mean the lunch break for
the driver on the Golf Links bus was reduced to half an hour, or did the drivers of
the Leura Falls and Golf Links buses
change services, giving both drivers an
hour for lunch?) The 4.0 p.m. bus from
Katoomba now ran to the Golf Links via
Bathurst Road instead of Katoomba Street.
The Blue Bus service ran through limited
catchment areas, since even in the well
built up area south of Katoomba Station,
the Katoomba-Leura bus to Echo Point,
running along Lurline Street, one block
east of Katoomba Street, was better placed
to pick up more passengers. By the time of
my next timetables the Blue Bus service
had been broken up. The Narrow Neck
route had had been combined with the
Katoomba-Woodford run. Buses to Leura
Falls had ceased, although the daytime
only shopping service to South Katoomba
(three times a day on weekdays only in
2000) passed outwards along Waratah and
Emily Streets, and the tram-bus does now
stop at Leura Falls on its loop for tourists.
There are no more buses terminating at
Evan’s Lookout, though the Blackheath
buses to Govett’s Leap now do divert to
both the Golf Links and Evan’s Head.
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My next timetable (see page 7) was issued
on January 1989. It gives the phone number, a post-box address in Leura, as well as
the location of the bus depot, should you
have needed to contact them. The services
east of Katoomba along the Great Western
Highway have been combined with those
to the Golf Links to the south. Once again
Narrow Neck is listed on the front cover as
the furthest point served by the buses, although the Golf links is given as the timing
point. Katoomba Falls is listed on the front
cover but Goyder Avenue (just before the
bus turns right out of Katoomba Street)
and the Skyway Scenic Railway have replaced it as timing points. A number of
buses ran to the Skyway only, and not on
to the Golf Links. No buses run via Shell
Corner in this timetable.
East of Katoomba most buses ran to
Woodford. A new service running north of
Hazelbrook Station along Oaklands Road
had commenced with this timetable, as we
are told inside the front cover. Four buses
ran to Oaklands Road on weekdays, on the
outward journey to Woodford only. On the
journey to Katoomba, Oaklands Road is
shown before Woodford on the timetable.
On weekdays the Wentworth Falls short
workings continued, but with only six runs,
against twelve to Woodford. There were
no short workings to the north of Wentworth Falls at the weekend, but Valley of
the Waters was served by diversion of the
Highway buses. On Sunday only one service, the 9.00 from Katoomba ran to
Woodford, but otherwise the buses ran
only between the Skyway and Wentworth
Falls Town. On weekdays only three buses
out from Katoomba and four inbound ran
via the main road (now marked with a
capital M) but all other buses in this area
ran via Scott Avenue, south of the railway.
My final timetable was issued on April 21,
1997 by the Blue Mountains Bus Co. Pty.
Ltd. (see page 8), the successor of Katoomba-Woodford, still located at Highland Street Leura. Bus service from Katoomba Golf Links via Cliff Drive has
been resumed, but only inbound to Katoomba. All buses south of Katoomba ran
past Goyder Avenue, and those returning
in a loop via Cliff Drive are shown at the
foot of the timetable. The buses returning
via Cliff Drive operated to Katoomba
along Farnells Road, and not via Bathurst
Road. Those running past Goyder Avenue
in both directions (and so along Katoomba
Street) are shown outbound at the foot, and
inbound at the top of the timetable. The
sketch map shown underneath the weekend
timetables indicates both these routes as
well as further diversions east of Wentworth Falls. Buses from Katoomba can
now take an hour to reach Woodford, see
for example the 7.45 departure, arriving at
8.45. Service from Katoomba to Woodford
is still provided at intervals of an hour and
a half, so buses returning from the Woodford runs take up a short working to the
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Falls. The timetable shows run numbers,
with runs 1 to 4 operating on weekdays,
with an additional schooldays only bus,
marked S, at 8.13 from Goyder Avenue to
Wentworth Falls Village. But this does not
mean five buses were operating on regular
services in the morning, since shift 4 only
commenced at Katoomba at 11.55 a.m.
Shift 4 left Hazelbrook at 6.42 and finished at 7.05 at the Edge Cinema Katoomba, and therefore started later than the
other shifts which finished earlier than it
did. How many passengers would take a
bus to the Edge Cinema when there was no
bus back? Presumably they could have
taken a taxi, or the train, but it may be that
main purpose of this run was to return the
bus to the depot at Leura. On the next
timetable issued by Blue Mountains in
1999 (not shown here) the final bus from
Woodford at 6.05 is shown as “to Kat. by
Req.” after leaving Leura – presumably it
could finish up early at the depot if there
were no Katoomba passengers.
This timetable has increased service to the
north of Wentworth Falls, thirteen buses

against ten to Hazelbrook or Woodford.
There is also peak hour service from Hazelbrook to Woodford via Oaklands Road
and new diversions to Birdwood-Ross and
Falcon-Cunningham, still operating only in
the Woodford direction at both peak hours,
as do the buses diverting only to Oaklands
Road, in off-peak hours. However only one
of the four peak-hour buses with the additional diversions has come to Hazelbrook
from the west, they were very much local
services – there was a short lived peak
hour service at the east end of the route.
More buses now operate east of Leura by
the main road. These are shown in the
timetable with the timing point Leura – On
Highway, as against Leura Village for
buses running via Scott Avenue.
Weekend buses were operated by shifts 5
and 6 on Saturdays and by shift 7 on Sundays and Public Holidays. This timetable
can be of a shorter length since some of the
extra timing points are not served at the
weekend – we do not find Leura on the
Highway or the extra points east of Oakland Road, for example. On Saturdays

5

there are four buses through to Woodford,
as against six to Henderson Road loop and
seven to the Skyway or beyond. On Sundays there are no buses to Woodford, two

6

in the morning to Henderson Street, plus
three in the afternoon to Wentworth Falls
Village only, in contrast to nine to the
Skyway. The suburban service in Wen-

tworth Falls has become more important
than the through route to Woodford, but
the tourist destination at the Skyway is
receiving the most frequent service of all.
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Looping the loop
Day trips from Melbourne to Melbourne in 1909, by GEOFF LAMBERT

T

here and back in a day? Most railway systems are “networks”, where
it is possible to trace out a return
route from a “node” on the network with
little or no back-tracking. Australian state
railway networks were no exception to this
property and all except Tasmania had it.
In Victoria, this high level of connectedness was a consequence of the Octopus Act
and of the fact that nearly all towns on the
“loops” were gold-field towns. Gold occurred in a circum-Melbourne belt, roughly
100 miles from the city– they called it the
“Indicator Belt”. Each town became linked
to Melbourne and to its neighbour by a
railway. This was an ideal set-up to give
birth to the possibility of “circular” day
trips.
In the December 2006 issue of The Times,
we imagined a long trip over the Victorian
Railways, never visiting the same place
twice. This however was not a round trip.
While round trips were usually possible, it
was less usual to have these possibilities
expressly spelled out in a timetable. Such
timetables could be found however and
there were even some which allowed for
non-rail connections between two lines.
These were mainly for picnickers and
walkers. There were very few of these in
country Australia because such trips were
really only possible close to the cities.
In this article, I show extracts from the
Victorian Railways Working Time Table

of 1909, which allow for at least 8 day
trips centred on Melbourne. Most but not
all, of these trips can be read from a single
table in the book.
The VR began producing Working Time
Tables in book form from the 1860s- before that they appeared as wall-sheet timetables. From the 1860s until the 1920s, the
WTT was produced as a combined volume
for all Districts with a continuous pagination. Administratively, the VR was divided
into the following Districts: Midland,
Northern, Western, North-Eastern, Eastern,
South-Eastern and Suburban.
The 1909 WTT was produced in the following “sections” and was paginated in the
following sequence:
 Northern & Midland (pages 1-59)
 Midland & Western (pages 60-153)
 North-Eastern (pages 154-194)
 Eastern & South-Eastern (pages 194225)
 Suburban (pages 226-460)
So some of these sections were already
“combined”- the Midland gets a guernsey
in two of these. Later a South-Western
District came into existence, and was covered in a Western & South-Western volume. In 1909, all of the Midland District
tables appeared in both the 1st and 2nd sections. Wherever a table bridged two Districts, that table would also appear in each
section. The Index to the WTT—later produced as a separate volume and even then

paginated separately—was also incorporated at the start of the combined volume
and its index entries always contained a list
of the pages upon which one could find
tables for the station indexed.
After about 1910, each section could be—
and perhaps were—printed also as separate
volumes. After the 1920s, the practice of
printing a combined volume seemed to
fade away (except perhaps for Head Office
copies), but the continuous pagination of
the separate sections did not disappear
until the Second World War.
Because the trains described here were all
Mixed or Passenger trains, it is probably
true that all of the trips which I illustrate
also appeared in contemporaneous Public
Time Tables—they certainly did in later
years. But the “Worker” tended to contain
more information about how the services
fitted together and other more interesting
details. The tables in this WTT were delightfully higgledy-piggledy, with text
running in three different directions, sometimes even upside down. What you see
here has been scanned from a rather poor
photocopy which I made from an original
owned by Jack McLean.
Possible day-trips
The day trips which were possible, listed in
the page order in which they first appeared
in the WTT and in the article, are shown in
the Table below. This shows also the page

Eight Easy Pieces- circumnavigating Victoria by train
Trip
(1) Melbourne-Wallan-BendigoMelbourne

WTT
Pages
15-16
180-181

Times Total Total Melb
page Miles Time Dep
10

203

11:09 6:15

Change 1
Wallan
7:37
8:10
Daylesford

(2) Melbourne-DaylesfordBallaarat-Melbourne

29-32

(3) Melbourne-CastlemaineMaryborough-Ballaarat-GeelongMelbourne

35-38

61-64

11

186

9:09 12:05 15:05

15:40

Castlemaine
67-68
107

12

273

10:49 6:45 10:25

10:38

Castlemaine
(4) Melbourne-CastlemaineMaryborough-Ararat-Melbourne

39-40

13

298

14:48 6:45 10:25

10:38

Bendigo
(5) Melbourne-BendigoInglewood-DunollyMaryborough-Melbourne

45-46

14

282

12:55 6:45 11:22

12:15

Geelong
(6) Melbourne-Geelong-BallaratMelbourne

105-108*

14

173

6:27

2:00

3:45

15

479

17:52 6:30 13:00

4:20

117

13:00

Seymour
(8) Melbourne-Seymour-EchucaBendigo-Melbourne

Change 3

Change 4

Change 5

Melb Avg
arr. Speed
19:27

18

22:24

20

19:33

25

22:24

20

19:25 19:48 22:55

22

10:00

27

7:33 10:00

27

22:55

22

Ballaarat
18:35

19:10

Maryborough
12:32

12:55

Maryborough
12:32

12:47

Inglewood
13:42

14:10

Ballarat

Geelong

14:47 15:15 17:00
Avoca

Ararat

13:30 13:45 16:05
Dunolly

17:55

16:13

Maryborough

15:50 17:01 17:25

17:45

Castlemaine

Ballarat

79-97

Warranambool
(7) Melbourne-WarranamboolHamilton-Ararat-Melbourne

Change 2
Bendigo
13:45 15:15

170
174

1

300

13:31 6:15

8:47

9:20

6:35

7:33

Koroit
13:45

14:55

Toolamba
10:52

11:13

Hamilton

Ararat

17:55 18:28 21:03
Echuca

21:55

Ballarat
0:30

Bendigo

14:00 15:50 18:25

18:50

Mixed trains in bold italic , Goods with car attached in italic
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number in this issue of The Times where
one may find the relevant WTT table.
These tables are nearly always a “standalone” branch line table, but “topped and
tailed” with the times of the connecting
trains to and from Melbourne, such as in
the table to the right. There was, of course,
no route by which one was not obliged to
change trains at least once- and usually
more than once. Connections to make the
through trip possible were not necessarily
guaranteed in the legal sense, but the WTT
advised that Mixed trains should curtail
their “Roadsides” work if it appeared that a
connection might be put in jeopardy. In at
least one instance a through journey seems
to contain a “negative connection” in
which the onward train was timetabled to
leave before the first train arrived. Perhaps
these were mistakes? Can you find them?
They were all slow trips by today’s standards, averaging about 20 mph and taking
up to 17 hours to return one to Spencer St.
Five of the eight trips took one through
Ballaarat and six of them involved at least
a portion of the old Main Line- the line to
Bendigo.
Most, but not all, of these trips could be
taken in either direction in a single day.
Where they could not, the WTT shows
Melbourne as the terminal only the direction by which a round day trip could be
taken. Not all round-trips completely
avoided back-tracking- the InglewoodDunolly trip required the passenger to use
the Melbourne-Castlemaine line on both
forward and return. Some round trips had
alternative forward or return routes to the
“far point” (e.g. Melbourne-Ballarat or
Melbourne-Geelong-Ballarat). In this article, usually only the branch line service is
shown, but the Melbourne-Ballarat and
Melbourne Bendigo services common the
many of the loops appear on page 15 and
16. A map with the trip numbers appears
on our page 10.
1.Melbourne-Wallan-BendigoMelbourne
It seems anomalous that the first round day
trip one comes across in the WTT really
belongs with section 3, the North-Eastern
District WTT, but appears as early as page
15, in the Northern District section. It
could be done either way- a daily counterclockwise trip that lasted from 6:15 am to
7:27 pm or a Mondays-only clockwise trip
which had the virtue of leaving Melbourne
after an early lunch (12:15 pm) but the vice
of not returning until 11:08 pm. Travel on
the Wallan-Bendigo track was by Mixed,
but the main-line connections were by fast
passenger. The branch portion of this trip
is shown on our page 10.
2. Melbourne-Daylesford-BallaaratMelbourne
This must have been a lovely trip, with
interesting scenery all the way. You could

10

only do it on a Saturday and then only in
the counter-clockwise direction. It would
have been a good trip for a Saturday in
those days of half day early closing and
knock-off time for many workers at midday Saturday, because the connecting train
left Melbourne at 12:5 pm. Alternatively,
one could have taken it as an add-on to the
Melbourne-Geelong-Ballarat-Melbourne
trip, after which one had 2 hours to fill in
at Spencer St. In order to enjoy the scenery
one was advised to take this trip on summer Saturdays, because the DaylesfordBallarat scenic section was covered be-

tween 3:40 pm and 6:35 pm. The return to
Melbourne was by a 7:10 pm train, which
was rather short-lived, so that this “cream
of the round-trips” could not have been
enjoyed for very many years. See our page
11.
3. Melbourne-CastlemaineMaryborough-Ballarat-Melbourne
More than the others, this was truly
through the heart of the gold country. Gold
mining had moved from the alluvial prospecting of the Gold Rush, to deep lead
mining by consolidated companies by the
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1870s and began to decline in the 1880s.
Yet the train traveller on this trip would
have had gold mines in sight nearly all the
way from before Castlemaine until after
Ballarat. To add interest, one could get to
Melbourne via Geelong, using two connecting passenger trains (see page 12).
4. Melbourne-Castlemaine—
Maryborough—Ararat—Ballarat—
Melbourne
The Ararat-Maryborough line was one of
those lines where the potential for through
traffic was never properly realised. In
1909, there was a service between Ararat
and Avoca, but this was an early victim of
rationalisation. The Avoca-Maryborough
service lasted longer but the entire line was
closed in 1959. It was reopened a few
years later, converted to standard gauge a
few decades later again– but still languished and is now mothballed. At the
time of our loop trips, the line had a decidedly unusual service, with three services
run by a “Tricycle with mails”- a 2 pm
Ararat-Elmshurst service; a 9:40 a.m.
Elmshurst-Avoca service (continuation
from the night before) and; an AvocaArarat service which took more than 10
hours for the 40-mile trip—it was clearly
human-powered. It was not, however, necessary to catch one of these bizarre services to make a loop journey. The best way
was to catch the 6:45 a.m. out of Melbourne, change at Castlemaine and again to
the mixed at Maryborough. This arrived at
Ararat at 4:05 p.m., leaving just eight minutes to connect to the Melbourne train. See
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our page 13.

5. Melbourne-Bendigo-InglewoodDunolly-Maryborough-Melbourne
Doubtless any person who caught a train
that passed through Dunolly would spare a
glance for the surroundings, It was near
here—at Moliagul in 1869—that miners
uncovered the “Welcome Stranger”, a nugget of gold weighing 66 kilograms. No one
who called themselves a Victorian could
be unaware of it and most would boast of
it, even if they could not themselves recognise gold if it were poked at them on the
end of a fork. To get to this fabulous place
on a loop trip, one again left Melbourne at
6:45 a.m. and changed to the Wycheproof
Mixed at Bendigo. This was naturally a
slow train, but it landed one at Inglewood
at about 1:30 pm (it depended on the day).
Here one caught a further Mixed to
Dunolly and, at this spot, changed to another Mixed to get to Maryborough (the
WTT does not show this connection on its
Inglewood-Dunolly page), where one
changed again to a Limited Through
Mixed to Castlemaine. From Castlemaine,
one retraced one’s steps back to Melbourne, arriving not long before 11 pm.
See our page 14 (top).
6 . M e l b o u r n e - G e e l o n g - B a l l ar a t Melbourne
How soon could one get back to Melbourne on one of these round trips? If you
were a Member of Parliament, you could
get to Ballarat and back to Melbourne
before the Spencer St dining room stopped
serving breakfast. This required a 2 a.m.
departure on No 1, the Fast Goods (News)
which, on Thursdays and Fridays, was also
a “Powder”- that is a train conveying explosives. News trains, which generally left
Melbourne within an hour or two of midnight, always allowed Members of either
Parliament based in Melbourne (Victorian
and Federal), to hitch a ride home after a
late night sitting. On arrival at Ballarat, an
MP could step across the platform onto the
Melbourne-bound Up Adelaide Express
and be back in town by 10 a.m. If, however, you were one of the hoipoloi, you
could still accomplish the feat by early
afternoon. A round trip which returned one
to Spencer St for a late Dinner was also
possible. A clockwise version of this trip
was possible twice per day and continued
to be possible until the 1970s. See page 14
(bottom) for the “cross-country” portion of
this loop.
7. Melbourne-Warrnambool-HamiltonArarat-Melbourne
This was very much a trip for the stout of
heart—and not strictly “doable” in a day,
because one had to linger till dawn in Ballarat on the return journey. The forward
trip was via a passenger train, changing to
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a Mixed at Warrnambool, then a Through
Mixed at Hamilton, a Limited Mixed at
Ararat and finally an Express at Ballarat. It
remained possible to do this trip until at
least the Second World War, but latterly
only through the use of a VR Road Motor
between Warrnambool and Hamilton. The
table of the Hamilton-Ararat section appears at the top of our page 16.
8. Melbourne-Seymour-EchucaBendigo-Melbourne

To me, the Toolamba-Echuca line was one
of the more baffling railway construction
projects of Victoria. Many of these porkbarrel lines closed after an embarrassingly
short time. But the Toolamba-Echuca line
was still open for traffic in the 21st century—for rice traffic—but that can hardly
have been the reason for its existence in
the first place. It has just been rejuvenated.
At any rate, it the second-longest of our
loop trips, though probably the least scenically interesting. It was necessary to catch
the same 6:15 a.m., train as our trip #1—
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but to catch it to Seymour.. One changed at
Seymour for Toolamba; at Toolamba for
Echuca; at Echuca for Bendigo and; at
Bendigo for Melbourne. The weary traveller arrived back in town 14 hours after
departure. This cross country route is illustrated on our cover and the return on the
Main Line is shown on page 15.

On at least one occasion, the VR ran an
excursion train to from Melbourne to Kilmore via Lancefield but, instead of
“looping the loop”, it retraced its journey
in the afternoon. That was the way the
regular service operated too, although it
was based firmly at Lancefield Junction.

At other times, and in other timetables, the
following day-trips also would have been
possible:
 Melbourne-Lancefield-KilmoreWallan-Melbourne.
 Melbourne-Ballarat-Cressy-ColacMelbourne.
 Melbourne-Geelong-Cressy-AraratBallarat-Melbourne.

One could also include “Maffra both
ways” in later years, but this seems a little
like cheating, as does using the Dunkeld to
Penshurst line. Several suburban trips were
also possibilities at various times, including such exotica as the Somerton railmotor
and the St Kilda - Windsor line, but also
the more mundane Outer and Inner Circles.
It was also possible, of course, to make
circular day trips which did not pass
through Melbourne…. what about Hamilton-Dunkeld-Penshurst-Hamilton, for a
“quickie”?

The Lancefield Kilmore line was the most
exotic of these. In 1894, it could be done
either way, but with radically different
timings- just over 5 hours clockwise, but
13 hours counter-clockwise, including a
wait of more than 6½ hours at Kilmore.

If one wanted to “do a Nigel” (see The
Times December 2006), one could combine
6 of these trips in the order 8, 5, 7, 4, 6 & 2
to perform a giant loop, but it would almost certainly take 6 days. I leave this as
an exercise to the reader– there is enough

Trips possible in other years or on the
suburban system
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information present in the tables shown
here to construct it
One cannot do a single one of these trips
today. One can, however, do a rail-only
loop trip not possible in 1909– MelbourneGeelong-Ararat-Ballarat-Melbourne, by
utilising the standard gauge GSR train. The
Wallan-Bendigo, Woodend-Creswick and
Hamilton-Warrnambool lines are closed.
The Ararat-Hamilton, Ararat-Maryborough
and Dunolly-Inglewood lines are standard
gauge and mothballed. The other loop
portions exist, but do not see passenger
trains. If one were minded to catch a bus
(shudder), some loops are still possible… a
few years ago, I caught the WCR steamhauled service to Geelong, then a bus to
Ballarat to visit my mother in hospital,
thence an evening train back to Spencer St.
Day trips like this were not easy to do in
other states, none of which were as
“compact” as Victoria. SydneyWollongong-Moss Vale-Sydney was an
easy one. You might like to try your hand
at compiling a list of loop trips that could
be done on the lines north of Adelaide.
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